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     What Kinds of Texts Do We Read in This Class? 
 
To read and annotate well for a literature class, we have to first contend with 
the complexity of the words read and text. In academia, a text is any surface 
that can be isolated for analysis, and how we read, experience, or analyze a 
text depends on the kind of text it is. In one way, everything we encounter 
can be considered a text. However, texts we will encounter in this class 
include written words, videos, songs, concepts, theories, genres, tropes, 
schemes, and so on—if the reader can isolate it for analysis, it’s a text.  
 
Annotating texts in a literature class requires we first understand the type of 
text we’re reading, because how one reads a song is different than how one 
reads a novel, so mental agility is an important aspect of our work. 
 
For this class we’ll read both nonfiction and imaginative texts. Although 
imaginative writing is often referred to as fiction, that term is a bit of a 
misnomer, as poems and historical dramatizations contain elements of truth 
and fiction. There is an idea in literary theory we’ll encounter soon that 
suggests all writing is fiction. We’ll save that discussion for another day. 
 
The categories of texts we’ll read in this class are: 
 
Imaginative (primary sources) 
 Short fiction 
 Novels 
 Drama 
 Poetry 
 And, audio and visual representations of these texts. 
 
Nonfiction (secondary sources) 
 Instructions and handouts 
 Vocabulary and terminology 
 Chapters and handouts about what literature is and how it works 
 Theory or concepts and ideas in the field of literature 
 Criticisms (which is the application of theory or rhetoric to literary works) 
 Articles and videos about the literary works we’re reading 
 
How is reading imaginative writing different than reading nonfiction? At the 
very least, reading imaginative texts requires us to take logical leaps, value 
our impressions as much as the facts, and pay attention to how a text is 
constructed in equal measure to what messages and ideas a text conveys. 

   Annotation: A Tool for Readers and Writers 
 
Successful students read texts more than once and annotate what 
they read. Annotation is a tool used to better understand texts and 
prepare to write about them. 
 
At its best, annotation is a reader’s conversation with a written text. 
When a reader annotates, they might mark to understand the text 
deeper, prepare the text for study and memorization, or use the text 
for brainstorming and prewriting. Answering the following questions 
may help determine how and what a reader annotates: 
 
 Why I am reading this text? 
 What am I expected to do with the text when done reading?  
 
Types of Annotations 
 
Intertextual  
 

Underlines, highlights,  
arrows, circles, numbers 
and other marks made 
on and between the 
words and sentences. 

Marginalia 
 

All the notes, questions, 
connections, and ideas 
made in the margins. (A 
reader may put marginalia 
on post-it notes, too.) 

 
What things might you mark or note when you annotate? 
 
 Important information 
 Key concepts 
 Vocabulary 
 Relationships 
 Questions 
 Connections w/in this text 
 Connections w/ other texts 
 Things to look up 
 Things you might use in your writing 
 Your opinion or concerns 
 Notes about the writing 
 Notes about your own thinking and learning—metacognitive 

notes—like how the reading is going for you, where you struggle, 
where you understand or don’t 

 Whatever else you find interesting or necessary. 

 


